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Abstract
Purpose This study examined the characteristics, incidence and prognostic factors of the first AIDS-defining condition 
developed after more than one year of continuous antiretroviral therapy (ART) among people living with HIV (PLHIV).
Methods We used data from two multicentre observational cohorts of PLHIV in Germany between 1999 and 2018. Our 
outcome was the first AIDS-defining event that occurred during follow-up after more than one year of continuous ART. 
Descriptive analyses at ART initiation, at the time of the AIDS event and of the most frequently observed types of AIDS-
defining illnesses were performed. We calculated the incidence rate (IR) per 1000 person-years (PY) and used a bootstrap 
stepwise selection procedure to identify predictors of the outcome.
Results A total of 12,466 PLHIV were included in the analyses. 378 developed the outcome, constituting an overall IR of 
5.6 (95% CI 5.1–6.2) AIDS events per 1000 PY. The majority of PLHIV was virally suppressed at the time of the event. 
Oesophageal candidiasis and wasting syndrome were the most frequently diagnosed AIDS-defining illnesses. We found a 
low CD4 count at ART initiation, a previous AIDS-defining condition and transmission through intravenous drug use to be 
meaningful prognostic factors of the outcome.
Conclusion The overall rate of AIDS-defining events among PLHIV under long-term ART was low, highlighting the impor-
tance of continuous treatment. PLHIV who started ART with indicators of impaired immune functioning were more sus-
ceptible to disease progression, suggesting that the public health response should continue to focus on early and sustained 
treatment for all PLHIV.

Keywords AIDS · HIV-related opportunistic infections · Antiretroviral therapy · Long-term care · Clinical surveillance · 
Cohort analysis

Background

The introduction of combination antiretroviral therapy 
(ART) in 1996 has been a milestone in the treatment of 
HIV. Continuous improvements in ART efficacy and safety 
as well as adapted prescription guidelines have led to a 
substantial decline in HIV-related morbidity and mortality 
among people living with HIV (PLHIV) worldwide [1, 2]. In 
Germany as of 2021, 96% of all diagnosed PLHIV received 

HIV treatment of which another 96% had achieved durable 
viral suppression [3]. With regard to the Joint UN Program 
on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)’s postulated “95-95-95” targets 
that aim to have diagnosed 95% of all HIV-positive people, 
provided ART for 95% of those diagnosed and achieved viral 
suppression for 95% of those treated by 2030 [4], Germany 
has reached the two ART-related endpoints well ahead of the 
target date. On the basis of these goals, the overarching aim 
put forward by UNAIDS was to “end the AIDS epidemic 
by 2030” [4].

These encouraging developments are reflected in the 
incidence rates (IRs) of AIDS in Germany. In a previous 
study, we have analysed changes in the AIDS rates among 
PLHIV under clinical care by years of follow-up as well as 
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calendar periods between 1999 and 2018 [5]. In line with 
other prior research conducted in the Western European 
and North American context, we found that the IR of a first 
AIDS-defining condition has continuously declined by both 
years of follow-up and calendar periods since the introduc-
tion of effective ART [5–8]. The majority of AIDS events 
were observed at baseline and within the first year of follow-
up, suggesting that the progression to AIDS can largely be 
attributed to late HIV diagnoses [5]. This was further cor-
roborated by our finding that indicators of advanced HIV 
infections, i.e., a low CD4 cell count, high viral load, and 
older age at baseline, were predictive of disease progres-
sion [5].

Despite these developments, there still remains a number 
of PLHIV in Germany who progress to AIDS even after 
long-term ART exposure [5]. Even though these cases can 
be considered rare since the advent of effective ART [9], 
it is important to examine them since their occurrence can 
neither be attributed to a still recovering immune response as 
AIDS events in the early phase after starting ART nor initial 
complications like the development of the immune recon-
stitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS), a hyperinflamma-
tory reaction that usually manifests within the first months 
after starting treatment [10, 11]. The incidence and specific 
characteristics of AIDS events developed after continuous 
long-term therapy in the era of effective ART have not been 
sufficiently examined yet.

The objective of the current study was, therefore, to 
analyse the occurrence of AIDS-defining illnesses among 
PLHIV with long-term regular ART intake from two Ger-
man observational cohorts. More specifically, we were inter-
ested in examining the incidence of the first AIDS-defining 
condition developed after more than one year of continuous 
ART. Here, we aimed to analyse the characteristics of these 
PLHIV at the time of ART initiation, at the time of the AIDS 
event as well as the types of AIDS-defining illnesses that 
were diagnosed. In addition to that, we sought to identify 
potential predictors of the first AIDS-defining condition that 
occurred under regular ART. A better understanding of those 
AIDS cases is needed to assess the feasibility of UNAIDS’s 
goal of “ending the AIDS epidemic by 2030” [4] in the con-
text of Germany and can help to direct the public health 
response on the route to achieving this goal.

Methods

Study design and population

We used data from the HIV-1 Seroconverter Study and Clin-
Surv HIV Study, which are two German multicentre, open, 
prospective long-term observational cohorts initiated in 1997 
and 1999, respectively [12, 13]. Both cohorts are hosted and 

coordinated at the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) where the 
data are used for the clinical surveillance of PLHIV in Ger-
many. Participating HIV practitioners regularly report pseu-
donymised information on demographic properties, labora-
tory values, and other clinical events from routine visits. In 
the HIV-1 Seroconverter Study, eligibility criteria include 
the knowledge of a person’s approximate time of infection 
based on a negative HIV test within three years before the 
diagnosis or a diagnosis during acute seroconversion. In the 
ClinSurv HIV Study, all PLHIV who receive treatment in 
one of the participating HIV clinics are eligible for inclu-
sion. The study designs have been described in detail in 
previous publications [5, 12, 13]. In the current study, we 
combined the data of both cohorts and included PLHIV who 
were enrolled between 1999 and 2018. We excluded PLHIV 
under the age of 18 years and PLHIV whose ART initiation 
date was missing or who had initiated ART before the enrol-
ment in one of the cohorts. In the case of ART interruptions, 
we censored all patient observations that were recorded after 
the first interruption to only include person-time of PLHIV 
while being prescribed ART. We furthermore excluded all 
PLHIV from the analyses who did not complete a year of 
ART, which includes those who developed an AIDS event 
within the first year after ART initiation.

Outcome

Our outcome was the first AIDS-defining event that occurred 
during follow-up after more than one year of continuous 
ART since therapy initiation. An AIDS-defining event was 
comprised of a diagnosis of one or potentially more AIDS-
defining illnesses in the same month as the cohort data 
are recorded monthly. We included all clinical conditions 
associated with AIDS as published by the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC) [14]. As opposed to the 
CDC’s expanded AIDS surveillance case definition, we did 
not characterise a CD4 cell count drop below 200 cells/µL 
as an AIDS-defining event [14].

Predictor selection

We selected potential predictors of the first AIDS-defining 
event developed after more than one year of continuous ART 
on the basis of prior research and availability in our data-
set [15–18]. These included age at ART initiation, gender, 
transmission mode, country of origin, CD4 count at ART 
initiation, plasma HIV-1 RNA viral load (VL) at ART ini-
tiation, and a diagnosis of a previous AIDS event before or 
at ART initiation. Age, CD4 count and VL were treated as 
continuous variables. Gender was categorised into male vs. 
female, transmission mode into men who have sex with men 
(MSM), persons with heterosexual contact (HET), persons 
who inject drugs (PWID), persons from high-prevalence 
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countries (PHPC) and “other”, country of origin into Ger-
many vs. abroad, and a previous AIDS event into yes vs. 
no. The transmission group PHPC comprised PLHIV who 
migrated from countries with an HIV prevalence of > 1% 
among the population between 15 and 49 years.

Statistical analysis

We performed descriptive analyses at baseline, i.e., the 
month of ART initiation. The ART initiation date could fall 
on the same date as a person’s enrolment date in one of the 
two cohorts or later if ART was prescribed over the course 
of follow-up. We present the mean and standard deviation 
(SD) for the variable age and the median and interquartile 
range (IQR) for CD4 count and VL. In the case of missing 
CD4 or VL values at baseline, we used, if available, records 
up to three months after ART initiation. For the categori-
cal variables, percentages are presented and corresponding 
95% confidence intervals (95% CI) when proportions are 
described and compared. To examine whether the base-
line data differed among PLHIV who experienced the out-
come at different points in time throughout follow-up, we 
additionally stratified the baseline characteristics by years 
under continuous ART at the time of the AIDS event. The 
strata selected were AIDS after > 1–3 years, > 3–6 years, 
and > 6 years of continuous ART, with 3 years correspond-
ing to the approximate median time and 6 years to the third 
quartile until the outcome.

We performed further descriptive analyses of the charac-
teristics at the time of the first AIDS event under continuous 
ART. Here, we present the time-varying variables age, CD4 
count and VL. In addition to that, we created the variable 
“Experienced viral load increase (> 200 copies/mL) before 
the AIDS event”, which indicated the occurrence of at least 
one episode of viraemia before the AIDS event after already 
having achieved viral suppression. Since a detectable VL at 
the time of the AIDS event can be an indicator of subopti-
mal ART adherence [19], we additionally stratified VL by 
transmission mode to examine potential differences between 
the groups. As in our baseline analyses, we also performed 
stratified analyses by the time until the AIDS event occurred.

Further descriptive analyses were performed with regard 
to the types of AIDS-defining illnesses. We present the five 
most frequently observed AIDS-defining illnesses among 
PLHIV who developed the AIDS event after more than one 
year of continuous ART intake. To further analyse whether 
certain illnesses were diagnosed more often at particular 
CD4 or VL categories, differed across the transmission 
groups or with respect to the time under continuous ART 
until the AIDS event, we also stratified the analyses of the 
AIDS-defining illnesses on these variables. We do not pre-
sent the transmission groups “other” and “unknown” due to 
sparse data and limited interpretability.

In our time-to-event analyses, we first calculated the 
incidence rate (IR) and corresponding 95% CI of the first 
AIDS-defining event per 1000 person-years (PY). Follow-
up started one year after ART initiation. PLHIV were 
censored at the first AIDS-defining event, the first ART 
interruption, loss-to-follow-up, death or administrative 
censorship (December 31, 2018). Seeing that with the con-
tinuous improvements in ART efficacy and safety treatment 
regimens and guidelines were amended over time, we split 
our study period and additionally calculated the IR in each 
period for comparison. We selected the time periods of 1999 
to 2009 and 2010 to 2018, including only person-time of 
PLHIV within the respective period. 2010 was chosen as the 
dividing year as the US Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) and the German and Austrian AIDS soci-
eties (DAIG, ÖAG) amended their guidelines at that time, 
recommending ART generally for all patients with CD4 
counts below 500 cells/µL [20, 21].

To identify prognostically meaningful variables for the 
development of an AIDS event, we utilised the bootstrap 
stepwise selection procedure by Sauerbrei and Schumacher 
[22]. Here, we carried out 500 bootstrap replications of the 
original data set. In each replication, potential predictors 
were selected by a stepwise algorithm which only kept vari-
ables in the Cox proportional hazards regression model that 
did not exceed our a priori selected cut-off p-value of 0.1. 
The absolute and relative inclusion frequencies then served 
as a criterion for the predictive importance of the respec-
tive variables. We considered variables as predictive that 
were selected in the model in a high majority (> 80%) of 
the bootstrapped samples. As our potential predictors were 
all continuous or binary except for transmission mode, we 
dichotomised transmission mode and conducted sensitivity 
analyses repeating the selection procedure with separate 
binary variables for each transmission group. MSM served 
as the reference category for transmission mode and was not 
included as a variable for collinearity reasons. The trans-
mission groups “other” and “unknown” were excluded due 
to sparse data and limited interpretability. This sensitivity 
check was conducted to examine whether one or more of the 
transmission groups stood out as a meaningful predictor of 
the outcome. To detect potential time trends, we also car-
ried out the predictor analyses in each of our selected time 
periods (1999–2009 and 2010–2018).

All analyses were performed using Stata 17.0 (Stata Sta-
tistical Software: Release 17, United States).

Ethical approval

The HIV-1 Seroconverter Study was approved by the eth-
ics commission at the Charité—Universitätsmedizin Ber-
lin (EA2/105/05). The ClinSurv HIV Study data between 
1999 and 2018 were collected anonymously in compliance 
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with the German Infection Protection Act (IfSG) as of 
2001. As the data collection adhered to the legal require-
ments of the IfSG, no written informed consent was 
required. Approval was granted by the RKI data protection 
officer and the Federal Commissioner for Data Protection 
and Freedom of Information.

Results

Baseline characteristics

A total of 12,466 PLHIV were included in the analyses 
(Fig.  1), of which 378 experienced an AIDS-defining 
event after more than one year of continuous ART and 
12,088 did not. Table 1 presents the baseline character-
istics of both groups, showing that they were comparable 
with regard to age, gender, country of origin, and VL. 
Mean age at ART initiation was 40.3 years (SD 10.6) 
among PLHIV with the outcome and 39.9  years (SD 
10.8) among PLHIV without the outcome. The majority 
of PLHIV were male (80.4%, 95% CI 76.1–84.3 vs. 80.8%, 
95% CI 80.1–81.5) and born in Germany (68.8%, 95% CI 
63.8–73.4 vs. 68.9%, 95% CI 68.0–69.7). While the trans-
mission groups HET (18.0%, 95% CI 14.2–22.2 vs. 15.3%, 
95% CI 14.7–16.0) and PHPC (15.3%, 95% CI 11.9–19.4 
vs. 13.3%, 95% CI 12.7–13.9) were comparable in size, 
MSM were less frequently represented among PLHIV 
who developed an AIDS-defining condition (45.8%, 95% 
CI 40.7–50.9 vs. 52.1%, 95% CI 51.2–53.0) and PWID 
more frequently (10.6%, 95% CI 7.7–14.1 vs. 5.3%, 95% 
CI 4.9–5.7). PLHIV with an AIDS event had lower CD4 
counts at ART initiation compared to those without an 
AIDS event (median 178 cells/µL, IQR 73–313 vs. median 
280 cells/µL, IQR 144–433), while the VLs were compa-
rable (median 24,930 copies/mL, IQR 350–164,313 vs. 
median 10,000 copies/mL, IQR 219–110,000). Moreover, 
PLHIV with the outcome more often had already expe-
rienced a previous AIDS-defining condition at baseline 
compared to those without the outcome (32.3%, 95% CI 
27.6–37.2 vs. 14.6%, 95% CI 14.0–15.3).

Our stratified analyses of PLHIV with an AIDS 
event showed that in the majority the event occurred 
after > 1–3 years since ART initiation (Table S1, Addi-
tional file  1). PLHIV who experienced the outcome 
after > 6 years were predominantly male (91.1%, 95% 
CI 83.2–96.1). CD4 counts at baseline were higher 
among PLHIV who developed an AIDS event later 
during follow-up (> 1–3  years: median 153  cells/µL, 
IQR 40–296, > 3–6  years: median 181  cells/µL, IQR 
85–298, > 6 years: median 214 cells/µL, IQR 119–362).

Characteristics at the time of the AIDS‑defining 
event

In Table 2, we present the characteristics at the time of the 
AIDS event among the 378 PLHIV who experienced the 
outcome. We observed a mean age of 44.6 years (SD 11.1) 
and a median CD4 count of 324 cells/µL (IQR 127–510). 
With regard to the CD4 counts and VLs, missing values 
were obtained in more than half of the cases. 66.3% of the 
PLHIV with available VL records were virally suppressed 
(< 50 copies/mL) when the AIDS-defining condition was 
diagnosed. Over 90% had achieved viral suppression over 
the course of follow-up before the AIDS event. Here, 58.5% 
had sustained durable viral suppression or experienced only 
minor VL increases at some point before the AIDS event, 
and 32.0% had experienced at least one episode of viraemia 

Fig. 1  Flowchart of people living with HIV (PLHIV) included in the 
analyses, selected from the German HIV-1 Seroconverter and Clin-
Surv HIV cohorts
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with more than 200 copies/mL. 9.5% had never achieved 
viral suppression before the event occurred (Table 2). In the 
additional stratified analyses of VL, we observed the lowest 

proportion of viral suppression at the time of the AIDS event 
among PWID (42.9%, 95% CI 17.7–71.1) (Table S2, Addi-
tional file 2).

Table 1  Baseline characteristics 
of PLHIV who have been under 
continuous ART for > 1 year

Numbers may not add up to 100% because of rounding
PLHIV People living with HIV ART  Antiretroviral therapy SD Standard deviation IQR Interquartile range
a A previous AIDS event includes AIDS-defining illnesses that were diagnosed after enrolment and before 
or at the time of ART initiation

PLHIV who experienced an 
AIDS event n (%)

PLHIV without an 
AIDS event n (%)

Total 378 (100.0%) 12,088 (100.0%)
Age (years)
 Mean (SD) 40.3 (10.6) 39.9 (10.8)
 18–29 63 (16.7%) 2168 (17.9%)
 30–39 129 (34.1%) 4149 (34.3%)
 40–49 122 (32.3%) 3552 (29.4%)
 50–59 42 (11.1%) 1578 (13.1%)
 60–69 18 (4.8%) 531 (4.4%)
 > 69 4 (1.1%) 110 (0.9%)

Gender
 Male 304 (80.4%) 9764 (80.8%)
 Female 74 (19.6%) 2324 (19.2%)

Transmission mode
 Men who have sex with men 173 (45.8%) 6300 (52.1%)
 Persons with heterosexual contact 68 (18.0%) 1854 (15.3%)
 Persons who inject drugs 40 (10.6%) 636 (5.3%)
 Persons from high-prevalence countries 58 (15.3%) 1610 (13.3%)
 Other 0 (0.0%) 78 (0.7%)
 Unknown 39 (10.3%) 1610 (13.3%)

Country of origin
 Germany 260 (68.8%) 8322 (68.9%)
 Abroad 115 (30.4%) 3496 (28.9%)
 Unknown 3 (0.8%) 270 (2.2%)

CD4 count (cells/µL)
 Median (IQR) 178 (73–313) 280 (144–433)
 < 50 59 (15.6%) 1107 (9.2%)
 50–199 114 (30.2%) 2559 (21.2%)
 200–499 107 (28.3%) 4993 (41.3%)
 > 500 35 (9.3%) 1928 (16.0%)
 Missing 63 (16.7%) 1501 (12.4%)

Viral load (copies/mL)
 Median (IQR) 24,930 (350–164,313) 10,000 (219–110,000)
 < 50 35 (9.3%) 1624 (13.4%)
 50–999 62 (16.4%) 2162 (17.9%)
 1000–9999 39 (10.3%) 1398 (11.6%)
 10,000–99,999 58 (15.3%) 2414 (20.0%)
 > 100,000 105 (27.8%) 2787 (23.1%)
 Missing 79 (20.9%) 1703 (14.1%)

Previous AIDS  eventa

 Yes 122 (32.3%) 1770 (14.6%)
 No 256 (67.7%) 10,318 (85.4%)
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Our stratified analyses by follow-up time showed that 
the later throughout follow-up the AIDS-defining condi-
tion developed, the higher the age (> 1–3  years: mean 
41.1 years, SD 10.2, > 3–6 years: mean 46.3 years, SD 
12.2, > 6 years: mean 49.3 years, SD 9.3). CD4 counts at 
the time of the AIDS event were highest among PLHIV 
who experienced the outcome after > 6 years of continuous 
ART (median 397 cells/µL, IQR 139–738). We observed 
no discernible pattern with regard to the proportion of 
PLHIV with undetectable VLs (> 1–3 years: 66.3%, 95% CI 
55.5–76.0, > 3–6 years: 65.9%, 95% CI 49.4–79.9, > 6 years: 
66.7%, 95% CI 49.8–80.9) (Table S3, Additional file 2). 

While 16.7% (95% CI 11.5–22.9) of the PLHIV who devel-
oped an AIDS condition after > 1–3 years had experienced at 
least one episode of viraemia above 200 copies/mL at some 
point before the outcome, this proportion increased to 64.4% 
(95% CI 53.7–74.3) among PLHIV who experienced the 
outcome after > 6 years (Table S3, Additional file 2).

Types of AIDS‑defining illnesses

The five most frequently observed AIDS-defining illnesses 
were oesophageal candidiasis (14.7%), wasting syndrome 
(11.3%), pneumocystis-jirovecii-pneumonia (10.3%), HIV 
encephalitis (10.1%), and HSV ulcers (7.5%) (Table 3).

Several differences were found in the stratified analy-
ses: Among PLHIV who developed the AIDS event 
after > 1–3 years of continuous ART, we observed oesopha-
geal candidiasis (13.8%), wasting syndrome (10.8%), pneu-
mocystis-jirovecii-pneumonia (9.7%), as well as extrapul-
monary tuberculosis (9.2%) and pulmonary tuberculosis 
(8.2%) (Table S3, Additional file 3). While oesophageal 
candidiasis, wasting syndrome, and pneumocystis-jirovecii-
pneumonia were also among the five most common illnesses 
of PLHIV who experienced the outcome after > 6 years, the 
tuberculoses were replaced by HIV encephalitis (13.0%) and 
atypical mycobacteria (8.0%). With respect to the transmis-
sion groups, we observed extrapulmonary tuberculosis and 
pulmonary tuberculosis only among the top five illnesses 
of PHPC with 25.0% and 11.7%, respectively, while the 
diagnosed illnesses among MSM, HET, and PWID were 
comparable and predominantly included wasting syndrome 
and oesophageal candidiasis. The types of illnesses also dif-
fered somewhat with regard to the CD4 counts at which they 
developed. Cerebral toxoplasmosis and cytomegalovirus 
manifested more frequently at lower CD4 counts (< 50 cells/
µL: both 9.4%, 50–199 cells/µL: both 8.2%), while HSV 
ulcers and Kaposi’s sarcoma more frequently at higher CD4 

Table 2  Characteristics at the time of the AIDS event among PLHIV 
who experienced an AIDS-defining event after > 1 year of continuous 
ART 

Numbers may not add up to 100% because of rounding
PLHIV People living with HIV ART  Antiretroviral therapy SD Stand-
ard deviation IQR Interquartile range
a Due to the high number of missing values in CD4 count and viral 
load, percentages were calculated excluding missing values
b As the majority of PLHIV with available viral load values was 
virally suppressed at the time of the AIDS event, the presentation of a 
median viral load is not informative

Total 378 (100.0%)

Age (years) at the time of the AIDS event
 Mean (SD) 44.6 (11.1)
 18–29 26 (6.9%)
 30–39 108 (28.6%)
 40–49 132 (34.9%)
 50–59 73 (19.3%)
 60–69 29 (7.7%)
 > 69 10 (2.7%)

CD4 count (cells/µL) at the time of the AIDS event
 Median (IQR) 324 (127–510)
 < 50 21 (12.1%)
 50–199 42 (24.3%)
 200–499 65 (37.6%)
 > 500 45 (26.0%)
  Missinga 205

Viral load (copies/mL) at the time of the AIDS  eventb

 < 50 112 (66.3%)
 50–999 18 (10.7%)
 1000–9999 11 (6.5%)
 10,000–99,999 11 (6.5%)
 > 100,000 17 (10.1%)
  Missinga 209

Experienced viral load increase (> 200 copies/mL) before the AIDS 
event

 Yes 121 (32.0%)
 No 221 (58.5%)
 Never achieved viral suppression 36 (9.5%)

Table 3  Five most frequently observed AIDS-defining ill-
nesses among PLHIV who experienced an AIDS-defining event 
after > 1 year of continuous ART 

PLHIV People living with HIV ART  Antiretroviral therapy
a The number of recorded AIDS-defining illnesses exceeds the num-
ber of first AIDS-defining events since an AIDS event can comprise 
more than one AIDS-defining illness if these were recorded in the 
same month

AIDS-defining illness n (%)

Totala 416 (100.0%)
Oesophageal candidiasis 61 (14.7%)
Wasting syndrome 47 (11.3%)
Pneumocystis-jirovecii-pneumonia  43 (10.3%)
HIV encephalitis 42 (10.1%)
HSV ulcers 31 (7.5%)
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counts of > 500 cells/µL (17.0% and 10.6%). No discern-
ible patterns were found with regard to the VLs (Table S3, 
Additional file 3).

Incidence and predictors

After completing a year of ART, a total of 12,466 PLHIV 
contributed person-time and were followed-up for a median 
of 4.3 years (range 1 month to 18.8 years). We recorded 378 
first AIDS-defining events that constituted an IR of 5.6 (95% 
CI 5.1–6.2) AIDS events per 1000 PY among PLHIV under 
continuous ART between 1999 and 2018. Median follow-up 
time until the AIDS event was 2.2 years (range 1 month to 
17.2 years), which translates into a median time of 3.2 years 
(range 13 months to 18.2 years) from ART initiation until 
the AIDS event. In our stratified time period analyses, we 
obtained an IR of 11.1 (95% CI 9.6–12.8) AIDS events per 
1000 PY between 1999 and 2009 and an IR of 3.9 (95% CI 
3.1–4.8) between 2010 and 2018.

In Table 4, we present the absolute and relative inclusion 
frequencies of the potential predictors after 500 bootstrap 
replications. The variables CD4 count at ART initiation and 
a previous AIDS event before ART initiation were included 
in the model in 499 (99.8%) and 498 (99.6%) of the boot-
strapped samples, suggesting that these two variables were 
strong prognostic factors for the development of an AIDS-
defining condition after more than one year of continuous 
ART. The direction of the predictors was derived from our 
descriptive analyses, which indicated that the lower the 
CD4 count at baseline and “yes” in regard to a previous 
AIDS event, the higher the risk of developing an AIDS-
defining condition (Table 1). The variables country of ori-
gin, transmission mode, gender, VL at ART initiation, and 
age at ART initiation followed with inclusion frequencies of 
176 (35.2%), 170 (34.0%), 79 (15.8%), 55 (11.0%), and 43 
(8.6%) times, respectively, suggesting that neither of those 
were of meaningful predictive importance for the outcome. 

While we observed a similar distribution of the variables in 
the time period between 1999 and 2009 (Table S5, Addi-
tional file 4), none of the variables were selected in > 80% 
of the bootstrapped samples in the later period between 2010 
and 2018 (Table S6, Additional file 4).

Our sensitivity analyses in which we repeated the boot-
strap stepwise selection procedure with separate binary 
variables for each transmission mode category showed that 
again, CD4 count at ART initiation and a previous AIDS 
event before ART initiation were selected in nearly all of 
the bootstrapped samples (Table S7, Additional file 4). In 
addition to that, the transmission group PWID was included 
in the model 407 (81.4%) times, suggesting that intravenous 
drug use can be considered another relevant predictor of the 
development of an AIDS-defining condition while receiving 
ART. HET and PHPC were included in only 156 (31.2%) 
and 103 (20.6%) of the bootstrap replications and were 
therefore not considered predictive of the outcome. In our 
time period analyses, we again observed a similar distribu-
tion in the first period between 1999 and 2009, in which a 
previous AIDS event and CD4 count were selected in the 
majority of the bootstrapped samples, however not PWID 
(Table S8, Additional file 4). In the second period between 
2010 and 2018, again no variable crossed the 80% mark, 
suggesting that none of these variables were of meaning-
ful predictive utility of the outcome in the later time period 
(Table S9, Additional file 4).

Discussion

This study investigated the characteristics, incidence and 
prognostic factors of a first AIDS-defining condition devel-
oped after more than one year of continuous ART among 
PLHIV in Germany between 1999 and 2018. Our main find-
ings were that PLHIV with the outcome had lower CD4 
counts at ART initiation, had more often already developed 

Table 4  Bootstrap replication inclusion frequencies of potential predictors for an AIDS-defining event among PLHIV after > 1 year of continu-
ous ART 

PLHIV People living with HIV ART  Antiretroviral therapy
a Absolute inclusion frequencies after 500 bootstrap replications of the original data set
b Transmission groups “other” and “unknown” were excluded from the analyses due to sparse data and limited interpretability

Covariate Absolute inclusion  frequencya Relative inclusion frequency

CD4 count (cells/µL) at ART initiation 499 99.8%
Previous AIDS event before ART initiation 498 99.6%
Country of origin 176 35.2%
Transmission  modeb 170 34.0%
Gender 79 15.8%
Viral load (copies/mL) at ART initiation 55 11.0%
Age at ART initiation 43 8.6%
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an AIDS event before ART was initiated and more often 
were intravenous drug users compared to those without 
the outcome. At the time of the AIDS event, the majority 
of PLHIV was virally suppressed and nearly 60% had sus-
tained durable viral suppression or experienced only minor 
VL increases at some point before the event. In addition 
to that, we found that oesophageal candidiasis and wast-
ing syndrome were the most frequently diagnosed AIDS-
defining illnesses. While these were observed across all 
strata, other illnesses occurred more often among certain 
strata such as extrapulmonary and pulmonary tuberculosis, 
which were diagnosed more frequently among people from 
high-prevalence countries. We obtained an overall low IR 
of the outcome, which was lower in the later study period 
between the years 2010 and 2018 compared to the earlier 
period between 1999 and 2009. A low CD4 count, a previ-
ous AIDS-defining condition at ART initiation and transmis-
sion through intravenous drug use were identified as overall 
meaningful prognostic factors of the outcome.

What stood out in our descriptive analyses was the obser-
vation that the majority of PLHIV with available VL records 
was virally suppressed at the time of the AIDS event. This 
finding builds on existing evidence of prior studies, which 
have also reported diagnoses of AIDS-defining conditions in 
the presence of undetectable VLs [23–26]. While the propor-
tion of virally suppressed PLHIV at the time of the AIDS 
event was the same across the time strata, the proportion of 
PLHIV who experienced at least one episode of viraemia at 
some point before the AIDS event increased substantially 
the later across follow-up the event occurred. Even though 
we only analysed person-time from patient records indicat-
ing continuous ART intake, occasional non-adherence which 
can lead to episodes of viraemia can happen due to various 
reasons [27, 28]. In addition to that, although rare, HIV drug 
resistance resulting in viral failure can emerge despite potent 
ART drugs and adherence [29]. We assume that both spo-
radic ART non-adherence and drug resistance could have 
played a role in our study population, seeing that we also 
observed a considerable number of PLHIV with high VLs at 
the time of the AIDS event. The fact that even short episodic 
viraemia can negatively affect the immune response [26] 
highlights the importance of supporting ART adherence and 
a close monitoring of the VLs to spot potential fluctuations.

Insights into further potential factors to be regarded over 
the course of treatment are provided by our findings of the 
analysis of the most frequently diagnosed AIDS-defining 
illnesses. The results were partially consistent with those 
of our previous study in which we had analysed the AIDS 
rates among PLHIV under clinical care irrespective of ART 
status or duration [5]. While oesophageal candidiasis, wast-
ing syndrome, and pneumocystis-jirovecii-pneumonia were 
also found among the top five illnesses in our previous study, 
HIV encephalitis and HIV ulcers as in the present study 

were not. As our stratified analyses showed, both illnesses, 
particularly HIV encephalitis, developed more often later 
in time after several years of continuous ART. Previous 
research found that certain diseases such as cardiovascular 
diseases and diabetes can increase the risk of HIV encepha-
litis [30]. Seeing that such noncommunicable conditions 
which are widespread and age-related [31, 32] potentially 
increase the risk of AIDS-defining conditions emphasises 
that attention also needs to be given to the comorbidities of 
PLHIV in therapy.

This is further corroborated by our finding that tuberculo-
sis was the most common illness only among migrants from 
high-prevalence countries. As pointed out by prior research, 
the prevalence of the different types of AIDS-defining ill-
nesses differs by region with tuberculosis disproportionally 
affecting countries in Sub-Saharan Africa [33–35], which 
make up the majority of the high-prevalence countries [36]. 
Besides HIV being a prognostic factor of tuberculosis itself, 
other health-affecting factors that are more common in these 
regions such as lower socioeconomic status together with 
malnutrition, improper housing conditions, or the usage of 
contaminated water further increase the risk of tuberculosis 
[37–39]. This finding hence also underlines the significance 
of PLHIV’s overall health status in regard to disease progres-
sion, which should be regularly checked and strengthened.

The results of our prediction analysis provide new insights 
into certain prognostic characteristics at ART initiation. The 
most often selected predictors for the development of an 
AIDS event after more than one year of continuous treatment 
were a low CD4 count and a previous AIDS-defining condi-
tion, which are both indicators of advanced HIV infections 
and an already substantially impaired immune response [3, 
40]. While our and other previous studies that considered 
all AIDS cases including those developed shortly after ART 
initiation reported additional predictors such as a high VL 
and older age [5, 15–18], the findings of the present study 
suggest that factors directly related to immune functioning 
are the most critical when it comes to AIDS events after 
continuous long-term ART exposure. Our stratified analyses 
by time period revealed that while these two factors were 
also the strongest predictors in the years between 1999 and 
2009, none of our available potential predictors showed to 
be of meaningful predictive importance in the later time 
period between 2010 and 2018. This finding suggests that 
with improved therapy regimens and amended guidelines 
recommending earlier treatment, these factors at ART ini-
tiation have become less useful to predict the occurrence 
of AIDS events after continuous long-term therapy. Further 
analyses considering additional variables would be needed 
to identify relevant prognostic factors among PLHIV who 
have initiated treatment in the more recent years.

Even though the variable transmission mode was not 
predictive of the outcome and therefore has only a little 
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importance in the clinical context when considering prog-
nostic factors, our sensitivity analyses of the entire study 
period showed that one category stood out and was pre-
dictive, which was transmission through intravenous drug 
use. In line with other prior research, this supports the 
point that PWID represents a vulnerable population with 
a higher susceptibility to disease progression after long-
term treatment, potentially due to additional challenges 
with respect to treatment adherence, overall health, and 
access to clinical care with a resulting higher risk of late 
diagnoses [41–44]. Our analyses have also shown that 
PWID were the group that most often had detectable VLs 
at the time of the AIDS event, possibly indicating sub-
optimal adherence. Adherence issues among PWID can 
be explained by social limitations such as homelessness 
which are observed at higher rates among this population 
[45]. In addition to that, PWID more often experience 
mental health disorders that can affect treatment adher-
ence and are overall at an increased risk of developing 
various comorbidities [46, 47], making them more sus-
ceptible to HIV disease progression.

Overall, the results of our study are encouraging and 
confirm the substantial improvements with respect to 
HIV-related morbidity among PLHIV in therapy since 
the advent of effective ART. In our 20-year study period, 
we observed only 378 PLHIV with a first AIDS-defining 
event under continuous long-term ART that constituted 
an overall low rate which was even lower in the more 
recent study period, highlighting the importance of sus-
tained clinical care and ART. The main objective there-
fore remains to ensure that all HIV positive persons are 
diagnosed early and receive continuous treatment, which 
is underlined by our finding that indicators of advanced 
HIV infections at the time of ART initiation were overall 
strong prognostic factors of the outcome. Even though 
the rate was low, our results however also demonstrated 
that AIDS-defining events among PLHIV under long-
term ART still occur, and they do so across a broad time 
span, with a wide range of different types of illnesses as 
well as in the presence of viral suppression. This allows 
for the assumption that even if all UNAIDS “95-95-95” 
targets were met or exceeded, there would still remain 
a small number of AIDS cases. To advance towards 
UNAIDS’s goal of “ending the AIDS epidemic by 2030” 
[4], we therefore suggest that the public health response 
continues to focus on early HIV detection to minimise the 
number of late diagnoses and consequently the number 
of PLHIV starting treatment with impaired immune func-
tioning. In addition to that, supporting ART adherence 
and closely monitoring HIV-related parameters remains 
of importance, in particular among PLHIV who are more 
susceptible to disease progression.

Strengths and limitations

Strengths of the present study include the long observa-
tion time as well as the large number of PLHIV included 
in the analyses. As our study period comprised almost 
the entire time of treatment with effective ART since its 
introduction, our results can be considered informative 
for Germany and other countries with similar characteris-
tics in terms of ART coverage, HIV prevalence and other 
population demographics.

Limitations of our study include the substantial pro-
portion of missing CD4 and VL values at the time of the 
AIDS event. This might have led to biased results with a 
potential shift in the distribution of these variables, which 
would have particularly affected the conclusions in regard 
to PLHIV with undetectable VLs at the time of the AIDS 
event. Since our stratified analyses however showed simi-
lar proportions of missing CD4 and VL values across the 
time strata and we have no further knowledge of a certain 
pattern regarding PLHIV whose values at the time of the 
outcome were measured or not, we assume that the overall 
results were not considerably affected by the missing data. 
Another limitation to be considered is that the participat-
ing HIV clinics are mostly specialised centres in which a 
higher number of PLHIV with advanced HIV infections is 
treated [13]. We might have therefore obtained somewhat 
higher IRs compared to the ones that would have been 
observed in the entire population of PLHIV in Germany. 
Finally, the common limitations of cohort studies also 
apply to our study, such as loss to follow-up including 
drop-outs that potentially resulted in missed outcomes and 
attrition bias.

Conclusion

Our study has shown that the overall rate of a first AIDS-
defining event among PLHIV who have been receiving 
continuous ART for more than a year was low, highlight-
ing the importance of sustained clinical care and ART. 
Nevertheless, AIDS events after long-term therapy still 
occur in the era of effective ART and can be expected 
across a broad time span as well as with different types of 
AIDS-defining illnesses. Indicators of impaired immune 
functioning at treatment initiation, i.e., a low CD4 count, 
a previous AIDS-defining condition and transmission 
through intravenous drug use, showed to be the most 
meaningful prognostic factors. Overall, our findings sug-
gest that to further reduce the number of AIDS events 
among PLHIV receiving ART, the public health response 
should continue to focus on ensuring early and sustained 
treatment for all PLHIV.
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